
 

Om Shanti Divine message from Beloved Avyakt BapDada via Dadi Gulzar 27th June, 2003 
on the blessing ceremony of Diamond House, London 

 
Today, I reached BapDada carrying the love and remembrance from everyone’s heart.  As I continued to 
come close to Baba from a distance, very lovely and beautiful rays of light were emerging from Baba’s eyes.  
Experiencing this light, I came close to Baba.  Baba said: “Come, My self-sovereign child, come!”  As soon 
as Baba said this, I saw that Baba had invoked all of you children and all of you reached there and were 
standing in the formation of a heart.  Baba was giving everyone drishti, and as our drishti met, there was a 
shower of colourful diamonds.  The diamonds were very light like flowers, and a very beautiful song was 
also playing at the same time: Congratulations (Badhaai, badhaai), sometimes mubarak (congratulations) 
and sometimes Congratulations (in English).  On hearing the music and experiencing the shower of 
diamonds, it was as though you all began to dance in your own minds.  The atmosphere became one of great 
happiness and everyone’s faces were very happy.  In this way, Baba congratulated all the children with the 
diamonds in the Diamond House. 
 
After this, Baba said: Child, today Baba will show you children a new scene.  So, we went off with Baba.  
What did we see as we moved further?  There were circles of light, and the newness of these was that the 
light was like the light of Paramdham.  Generally, you see the light of Paramdham and souls within that 
light.  In the light of Paramdham, normally, all souls are seen as groups, but now, each soul was 
individually visible as a separate entity, and what appeared from each soul was a circle of light in the shape 
of a CD.  I was seeing circles of light that looked like CDs.  These were CDs of light.  Normally, CDs are 
recorded with sound, but here, these CDs had tracks of light on them.  I began to look at this scene carefully 
to understand what Baba was showing me.  Then, the words appeared from above in light: “Controlling 
power and ruling power!”  I began to look at Baba and Baba asked: Child, do you understand what this is?  
The centre point of the circle of light was the soul, and the rest of it was the mind (CD).  Baba said: I am 
showing this to all the children because now, as time is coming close, you need to have a lot of controlling 
power and ruling power over your mind.  This scene disappeared, and I then appeared again in this form. 
 
Then Baba asked: Which children have total control over their mind, their power of thought, and to what 
percentage?  Everyone’s face began to give the response.  Although no one gave the response in words, 
Baba caught the response from each one’s faces and eyes.  Baba said: If you children don’t become self-
sovereigns, how can you become world sovereigns?  Just as a king has authority and says: This is an order.  
This is the law.  In the same way, keep the mind within the law and make it function with order.  Baba now 
wants that all of you children become the masters of the mind, that you are not dependent.  You have a right 
to the inheritance and so you mustn’t be dependent on the mind.  Baba said: Even now, Baba has seen the 
result that some children have many waste thoughts, waste vision and attitude.  Baba asked: Are you able to 
stop these now?  In order to put a stop, first of all, check whether you have a stock of all powers.  By having 
a stock of all powers, you will be able to put a stop to all waste.  This is Baba’s desire.  All of you children 
are the lamps of Baba’s hopes.  So, fulfil this desire. 
 
All the time Baba was talking to the children, all of you were with me.  After that, all of you became merged 
and then Baba emerged both Dadis.  I was also there.  Both Dadis were on Baba’s shoulders, so where was 
I?  So Baba put me on His heart.  Then Baba asked both Dadis about the condition –what is the condition of 
all the children, what is the condition of service?  When will all of you become complete and open the gates 
to the land of liberation with Brahma Baba?  The Dadis began to tell Baba that He had the key in His 
hands.  Then Baba asked about the service news.  I said: Baba, Dadi Janki has asked: What are the next 
directions for service?  Baba replied: Wherever the children are serving, Baba is happy with them, but as 
yet, the sound has not spread.  So, the media is the means to spread the sound.  You have to serve the media 
with greater attention, so that they speak on your behalf what task you are carrying out. 
 



 

Secondly, Baba said: Serve the heads of big organisations.  By serving the head, you automatically serve the 
whole company.  Spread the sound such that the sound emerges, “This is the One!  This is it”.  Now, they 
say, “This is good!  This is good!”  Now the sound should emerge, “This is it!  This is the only One.  This is 
the only One.”  Their vision should go towards the One.  Now, they mix us up with others, but when there is 
just this One, this is the only One, then everyone’s attention will be drawn to the One. 
 
Then Baba made both Dadis dance on the palm of His hands.  He gave lots and lots and lots of 
congratulations for service to both Dadis.  Baba always garlanded Me with His arms and bid me farewell.  
Then, I came back in front of all of you.  Om Shanti. 
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